**The Royal Meterological Society**

This Society is 161 years old and was founded by the British Meteorological Society on Wednesday 3rd April 1850.

The society is committed to helping young and old people in educational field. They are good consultants in this field of work and have helped many school projects over the years. They are a Non-Profit charity organisation, the MET Office is a corporate member of The Royal Meteorological Society. The Society also provides Awards, Grants and Scholarships to people, to help them educationally in this field of work. They have an online shop, from which books and journals can be purchased from. Journals are also written and put up on the website for people’s perusal.

theweatherclub.org.uk has been created in 2010 to help educate members and help the British obsession with the weather flourish and grow. They also publish the weather magazine which contains details and articles about meteorology and current weather topics.

RMetS have also created the metlink.org which is a pure educational site developed for helping teach weather and climate to younger children and also teenagers. It is used to help their understanding of how their current climate works and helps them through the educational system in geography and maybe even physics.

You can become a member of the RMetS. If you are a school you can use equipment from the meteorological society. As a person you get discounts on lots of the journals and from the online shop on the RMetS website.

The RMetS have worked together with the Royal Geographical Society and British Council to provide schools in and out of the UK with up to date scientific data about the worlds climatic systems and projections that explore the potential impact of climate change. They have also helped the OPAL weather roadshow which is exhibiting in several public events and continues around the UK on a tour.